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Handling increasing quality demands of customers, the rising stress of competition and worsening raw 
materials is an important duty of papermakers. The mission is: to optimise the existing paper machines to 

produce higher quality in a way to stay competitive.

At PM5 of August Koehler SE we managed this task by successfully rebuilding the cleaner plant. The previous 
plant was over 30 years old, driven out of operating range.

That was the reason for high amount of speck and especially sand particles. These particles were the cause 

of scratches on printing plates, which produced misprint and maculation. The origin of the sand was the used 

pulp. The result of the analysis was to rebuild the cleaner plant.

With Valmet we found a reliable project partner with strong technology. We installed a Celleco Twister® plant.

Celleco Twister® is a state of the art hydrocyclone with an innovative design that takes cleaning separation 
to a higher level using less energy. With its unique design housing several forward cleaners in one single 

unit plus the two-stage concept, all in one, is nowadays the right hydrocyclone for any application where 
contaminant separation, fiber savings and energy reduction are key drivers.

Twister is equipped with mid cone dilution that minimizes fiber thickening, and thus fiber losses, and 
allows having an elongated cone section that is important for high separation efficiencies without having 
to operate the hydrocylone at high pressure drops. Additionally, and in combination with special patterns 

applied in the cones, separation and fiber savings can be boosted even further. At PM5 the sand separation 
requirement was crucial, especially the removal of a rather small sand fraction where traditional and standard 

hydrocyclones do not normally achieve any decent separation. In this regard Twister was a natural fit for the 
PM5 rebuild project and its goals in all its aspects, that is, separation, fiber savings and energy consumption.

Celleco Twister® uses a satellite bank system which gives extreme flexibility especially in installations with 
some space restrictions. PM5 had rather limited space and special geometry but that was solved easily due 

to the manageability with the satellite bank system. A tailor-made bank system was designed to meet space 
requirements.

After installation of the Celleco Twister® hydrocyclone technology we reject more than 92% of sand particles 
over 50 µm. Since the rebuild in August 2019 there were no customer complaints in connection with particles. 
Another point is a big decrease of fiber losses and a reduction of the energy demand of pumps. The ROI of 
this project was less than 1 year.
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